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    		DB-G007 70cc Dirt Bike with Automatic Transmission, 10" Wheels! Electric Start! with Free Training Wheels!
[DB-G007]	$799.95 $599.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	charles N

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/20/2018
	Awesome little bike for kids! its the best you should get it in the future i would definetley get it again and again and again                                        


                     13 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	Deonte H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/03/2018
	Purchased this for my son. He's about 90lbs and it suits him perfectly. He rides it around the yard and in neighboring field.                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	Dawn H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/28/2018
	Couldn't be happier.  My son can't get enough.  Starts great and runs great.  Shipping packageing was great.  Good job.



I'd say for a good price and great quality go to PowersporstsMax.com.                                        


                     11 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	Rick N

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/24/2018
	Good is not a to say about this company bought 1 four wheeler and two 70 cc bikes they are a wonderful company to buy from I would recommend them to everybody I know Thanks Powersportsmax i give you a10                                        


                     11 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	joel H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/12/2018
	I would recommend this bike to anyone who is starting out and wants a bike that is easy to learn to operate and maintain.



my son loves it!!                                        


                     10 people found this helpful
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	Keri B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/06/2018
	Awesome bike, well built, i had bought two for my sons, Arrive quickly and easy to assemble. The kids has rode their bike non stop since the day it arrived!!!



Would definitely recommend.                                        


                     10 people found this helpful
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	George S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	12/13/2017
	Power sports is a great company to deal with. Great bike, fast shipping!!Highly recommended !!!                                        


                     10 people found this helpful
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	Melisa R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/25/2017
	Well made, kids are enjoying them greatly. Can put around me at 140lbs so pretty strong motor.                                        


                     8 people found this helpful
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	Emmanuel B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/17/2017
	My boys love it. Perfect size for them. Ride it on and off road no problems.                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	Angela P

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/27/2017
	Super nice quality. Bigger and more sturdy then the cheep play dirt bikes you find in the stores.                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	DB-G007
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
My kids love it!!! Best customer service as well!!!! ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$49.95 $59.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!
$49.95 $69.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
[image: Buy Now]
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